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Threats

Formal models

Network security
[cf. Csilla Farkas, University of South Carolina]

Outline
 How to use trust for authentication and authorization in open computing
systems?
 Old security paradigms (OSPs)
 Failures of OSPs
 Example of enhancing OSP

 Defining new security paradigms (NSPs)
 Challenges and requirements for NSPs
 Review and examples of existing security paradigms
 New Paradigm: Pervasive Trust



Initial use of Pervasive (?) Trust for access control
 For role-based access control (RBAC)
 For trust-enhanced role-mapping server
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Trust in Authentication and Authorization
Mechanisms in Open Systems
 Open environment

(like WWW, WiFi networks)

 User who may not be known in advance
 Still must determine the permission set for an unknown user

 Common approach:
Grant user privileges based on user’s properties demonstrated by digital credentials

 Problems with credentials
 Holding credentials does not assure user trustworthiness
 Evidence provided by different credential issuers should not be uniformly
trusted
(apply “degrees of trust”)
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Trust in Authentication and Authorization
Mechanisms in Open Systems – cont.

 Conclusion:
Trust should be considered by access control mechanisms
to limit granting privileges to potentially harmful users

 How?
 Search for an appropriate computer security paradigm for using trust
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Old Computer Security Paradigms
 Information Fortress






[Blakeley, NSPW’96]

Walls (security perimeter, firewalls)
Guards and gates (access control)
Passwords (passwords)
Fortress contents (computer system, confidential data)
Spies, saboteurs, and Trojan Horses (viruses, worms, Trojan horses)

 CoIA = Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability
 Originally misnamed “PIA” to avoid “CIA”

[Greenwald, NSPW’98]

with “P” for “Privacy” (but really meaning “Confidentiality”)
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Failures of Old Security Paradigms


Opinions of Dr. Bill Wulf


Pioneer in computer security



President of the National Academy of Engineering



Computer security made little progress between mid 70’s and mid 90’s



Why? (top 5 reasons)


Fatally flawed basic assumption of Perimeter Defense (PD)



Misconception that security flaws rise because of s/w bugs (not only!)



PD cannot defend against legitimate insiders



PD can’t prevent DoS attacks (which don’t penetrate systems)



PD has never worked (not a single PD-based system that works)
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Failures of Old Security Paradigms – cont.
 Incremental R&D in last 30 years tried to fix the Perimeter Defense
model problem
 Suggestions
 Maybe system should not define security – instead define best effort
delivery
 Define inherently distributed security model
 General security is not a good idea
security must be application-specific, context-specific, etc.

 Challenge the basic security assumptions and explore alternative security
solutions
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Failures of Old Security Paradigms
 Opinions of Farnam Jahanian [U. Michigan]
w.r.t. Perimeter Security for ISPs

 Perimeter Security can’t address:






Zero-day threats
Internal misuse
On-site consultants and contractors
Partner extranets
Exposed VPN clients and open wireless environments

 Solutions:





Virtualize perimeter
Model network not threats
Use defense in depth
Deal with crumbling perimeter of enterprise security
(evolving models of threat, trust, business)
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– cont. 2

Old Paradigms Are Not Sufficient

 Enhance Old Security Paradigms (OSPs)
OR:
 Replace OSPs with New Security Paradigms
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Example of Enhancing OSP at FAA:
Vulnerabilities and Countermeasures
 FAA = Federal Aviation Administration Approach

[Dan Meehan, FAA, Aug.2003]

 Vulnerability trends
 Number of uncovered vulnerabilities doubling each year
 Decreasing vulnerability-to-exploit time (often < 1 day)
zero-day worms and viruses

 Countermeasure: 8 FAA Internet Access Points
 Each with hardened firewalls and anti-viral s/w

 Further countermeasures
 Us of enhanced CoIA (AACoIA) for layered system protection
 Vulnerability scans
 Targeted quarantine
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Example of Enhancing OSP at FAA:
AACoIA and Layered Protection

authentication

personal security

access control

physical security

confidentiality

cyber hardening

integrity

compartmentalization

availability

redundancy
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Example of Enhancing OSP at FAA:
Vulnerability Scans and Targeted Quarantine

 Scans: System Compliance Scanning Program
 Pro-active testing for uncovered vulnerabilities

 Targeted Quarantine
 Planning introduction of adaptive quarantine
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Replacing OSP with New Paradigms
 Why to replace?
 Computing becomes pervasive
 No longer just people-to-people communication (like e-mail, WWW)
 Now also device-to-device communication
 Notebook, PDA, cell phone, watch, …
 Embedded: black box in a car, intelligent refrigerator, …
 Sensor networks

 How to replace?
 Consider key concepts for new security paradigms
 Review known security paradigms
 Devise an appropriate new security paradigm
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Pervasive Computing
 Proliferation of small, very small, and miniscule devices
including smart dust



Lots of devices connected to network



These devices may be:








Power, bandwidth, and space-limited
Mobile and sometimes connected to changing/unknown environment
Subject to physical attack
Subject to environmental variation
Intermittently connected to network
At different reliability levels
Performing real-time processing (e.g., sensor networks)
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[cf. NSF IDM Workshop, August 2003]

“Pervasive Security” or Just ”Security”
 Pervasive computing significantly impacts reserach in
software systems, networking and hardware
 Will traditional security techniques be easily applicable to
security problems in pervasive computing?
OR
 Should new general paradigm of “Pervasive Security” be
determined?
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[cf. NSF IDM Workshop, August 2003]

Assumptions for ”Pervasive Security”
 Mobile nodes, code, data
 Unknown/trustworthy host executing unknown/trustworthy code using
unknown/trustworthy data

 Borderless systems
 System perimeter is fluid, shifts all the time
 System perimeters overlap

 Application-centric not system-centric solutions
 Widely varying environment for a given system
 Environment often either unknown or untrustworthy
incl. malicious nodes, illegitimate users

 Use context-awareness to determine proper level of security
at home don’t need to look over my shoulder as in a bad neighborhood
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[cf. NSF IDM Workshop, August 2003]

Pervasive Security Challenges
 Large set of attacks possible, e.g.:
 Physical attacks in addition to all types of software attacks
=>need tamper resistance (e.g., hardware-based intrusion detection)
 Information leaks => need physical obfuscation (e.g. deceiving data)
 Power-draining attacks
 Bandwidth-usage attacks => prevent, e.g., by charging users for BW

 “Always-on” wireless connectivity
 Firewall or Superuser approaches do not work well
 DoS attacks and DoS accidents difficult to protect against
(e.g., a center-of-attention DoS accident, when too many legitimate
messages sent to a device until it becomes overloaded; e.g., when it joins
a new system, or when it offers an extremely popular service)

 Energy-efficient cryptography needed (authentication and encryption)
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[cf. NSF IDM Workshop, August 2003]

Pervasive Security Challenges

– cont.

 Heterogeneous devices with limited resources (CPU, memory,
bandwidth, energy, …)
 Detect corrupted sensors and actuators
 Detect s/w breaks
 Efficient “lightweight” cryptographic primitives
portable, low-power, low-memory usage, simple, proven security

 Lack of clarity regarding Trusted Base
 On whose behalf is the device acting ?
 What software or hardware is trusted ?

How do we achieve (provable) security with a minimal Trusted
Computing Base ?
Need to define security mechanisms across the hardware/software
interface
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[cf. NSF IDM Workshop, August 2003]

My Conclusion:

=> need Pervasive Security
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Key Concepts for New Security Paradigms
(FAA Perspective)

 Broad system approach


Robust architecture with multiple layers of protection



Constant vigilance



Dealing with pervasive and global challenge to critical infrastructure



Dynamic net configuration and automatic recovery



Combine social and technological solutions
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[Dan Meehan, FAA, Aug.2003]

Principles for New Paradigms



Security should be inherent, not add-on



Do not depend on identity, don’t authenticate it



Good enough is good enough. Perfect is too good



Adapt and evolve



Use ideas of security from open social systems



…
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[Blakley, 1996]

Major Pervasive Security Issues

 Physical Threat Model
 Untrustworthy Environments
 Untrustworthy Code/Platform
 Resource Limited Security
 Pervasive Data Security
 Trust and Authentication
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[cf. NSF IDM Workshop, August 2003

Traditional and Expanded
Authentication & Authorization (A&A) Roles
 Traditional role: guard only user interfaces
 a perimeter defense



Expanded role: controlling interactions among major acting entities:
 at the system’s perimeter or within it
 human or artificial
 multiple lines of defense



Ultimate role:
 defense in depth
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Security Paradigms w.r.t. Sources
 [Generic and specialized] Paradigm categories w.r.t. their sources:
 Computer science
 Reliability, integrity, or fault tolerance
 Concurrency control

 Biological phenomena





Human organism and immune systems
Genetics
Epidemiology
Ecology

 Physical phenomena
 Diffusion or percolation
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Security Paradigms w.r.t. Sources – cont.
 cont - [Generic and specialized] Paradigm categories w.r.t. their
sources:
 Mathematical theories
 Game theory

 Artificial and natural models of animal and human social systems
 military science theories and systems
 business and economic systems
 esp. accounting and auditing systems
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CS Paradigms: Compromise Tolerance


Analogy: computer science – fault tolerance



Fault (compromise) tolerance: ability of a system to work acceptably even when
components have failed (have been compromised)



Compromise tolerance vs. fault tolerance






[Kahn, 1998]

Behavior of faulty components is simpler -- compromised components may be
maliciously clever
Faults are usually independent -- compromises are not

Solution: independent corroboration



Independent corroboration is a form of redundancy
Difficulty: independence is difficult to pin down
 how can software judge whether two principals are independent?



Analysis of “independence”
 independence is not absolute, but relative to one's interests
 independence judgments are closely tied to trust
 independence judgments are based largely on known connections between the principals
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CS Paradigms: Optimistic Access Control


Analogy: computer science – optimistic concurrency control



Optimistic concurrency control




Let transactions execute / Undo or compensate transactions that violated
rules

Optimistic access control (OAC)





[Povey, 1999]

Enforcement of access rules is retrospective
System administrator ensures that the system is not misused
Compensating transactions to recover system integrity in the case of a breach
Handles emergencies
 Working alongside traditional access control, which handles normal situations



Applicability


OAC enables defining security policies with emergency roles:
 Allow users to exceed their normal least-privilege access rights on rare special
occasions
(disaster, medical emergency, critical deadline)
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Bio Paradigms: Human vs. Computer


Analogy: biology – human organism



Striking similarities between humans and computer systems











[Williams, 1996]

Made up of many distinct but tightly integrated subsystems
Recursively, subsystems include subsystems
Have external interfaces
(human: skin, eyes – computers: physical protection, I/O devices)
Have internal interfaces
(human: nervous system and heart – computers: int. between modules)
Check for bad input
(human: sneezing if foreign particles – computers: input validation)
Detect intrusions
(human: immune system – computers: IDS or IPS)
Correct errors
(human: rebuilding of genetic material – computers: fault tolerance)
…

Conclusions
“We can learn a lot about securing complex systems by looking to evolution
and medicine. From evolution, we should especially note the complex
relationship between threats and protections.”
[Williams, 1996]
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Bio Paradigms: New Availability Model


Analogy: biology – epidemiology



System availability:


Probability that the system satisfies its specification:

[Lin, Ricciardi, Marzullo, 1998]

no more than f processes are

infected


Application of epidemiology



Model: a simple epidemic with a zero latency period
Different from existing epidemiological approaches

[ibid]

(e.g, as used for virus

propagation modeling)

 Transmission of infection is more restricted than general mixing of populations
 Measure: availability -- not the expected % of infected processes as a function of
time


Assumed: the system will not misbehave if no more than f processes are infected

 A simple epidemic model (not a general epidemic model)
 Disinfection not done unless too many processes infected




Expensive: either identify infected processes or reload all processes from trusted images

Observation


When connectivity is low, a higher transmission rate is required for an
epidemic to become widespread
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Physics Paradigms: Insecurity Flow


Analogy: physics – percolation theory



Insecurity flow throughout security domains






Insecurity flow – not information flow
Can insecurity flow penetrate a protection?
(all-or-nothing: no partial flows)
Security violation: protective layers broke down and insecurity flows in

In the physics world



Fire spreading through a forest, or
Liquid spreading through a porous material

are analyzed via percolation theory


Insecurity flow is similarly analyzed




[Moskowitz and Kang, 1997]

Source: point where invader starts out
Sink :
repository of information that we protect
Security violation: when insecurity flow reaches the sink
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Math Paradigms: MANET Security


Analogy: math – game theory



Potential node misbehaviors in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)
[Michiardi and Molva, 2002]


Passive DoS attacks: no energy cost for attackers
 Attacks by malicious nodes: harm others, w/o spending any energy
 Attacks by selfish nodes: save my energy



Active DoS attacks: energy cost for attackers
 Attacks by malicious nodes: harm others, even if it costs energy



CORE security mechanism





Based on reputation
Assures cooperation among ≤ N/2 nodes

(N = number of network nodes)

Game theory model used to analyze CORE



Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) game
[Tucker, 1968]
Represents strategy to be chosen by nodes of a mobile ad hoc network
 Nodes are players: can cooperate or “defect”
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Math Paradigms: MANET Security - cont.


Prisoner’s Dilemma example




Police arrest two robbers who hid stolen money, and interrogate them in
separate cells
Each criminal faces two choices: to confess (defect) or not (cooperate)
 If a criminal does not confess while his partner does, he will be jailed while his
partner is set free – partner gets all hidden money
 If both confess, both will go to jail - money is safe: they’ll divide hidden money when
set free
 If neither of them confesses, both will be set free - money is safe: they’ll divide
hidden money



Classical PD: the game is played only once





Dominant strategy: confess (regardless of the other player’s move)
Notion of trust is irrelevant – there is no “next time”

Extended PD: m-dimensional game


Building mutual trust over time gives the best result:
 Both criminals are set free, each gets 50% of hidden money in each of m cycles
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Social Paradigms: SafeBot


Analogy: social interactions, bodyguards



Idea of SafeBots








[Filman and Linden, 1996]

Software security controls implemented as ubiquitous, communicating,
dynamically confederating agents that monitor and control communications
among the components of preexisting applications
Agents remember events, communicate with other agents, draw inferences,
and plan actions to achieve security goals
A pervasive approach, in contrast to, e.g., firewalls

Implementation


Foolproof security controls for distributed systems
 Flexible and context-sensitive



Translate very high level specification languages into wrappers (executables)
around insecure components

 Observation: mammals devote large fraction of processing to security


Maybe computer systems should devote to security 100 times more resources?
[Filman and Linden, 1996, as reported by Zurko]
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Social Paradigms: Traffic Masking


Analogy: military – intelligence services - deception



Traffic analysis attacks




For RPC communication, TAA can determine the identity of the remote
method by analyzing the length of the message and the values of the
arguments being passed to the method

Solution: traffic masking by data padding


[Timmerman, 1997]

Prevents inferring
 Adding padding data makes all of the messages look identical in terms of their
length and the type of data that is being sent.



Messages are “masked” to an eavesdropper
 Any message may be used to invoke any of the methods on the server
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Social Paradigms: DoI


Analogy: military – intelligence services - deception



QoI and DoI attacks



[Ahamad et al., 2002]

QoI = Quality of Information
DoI attack = Denial of Information attack
 E.g. e-mail flooding – searching for a nedle in a haystack





DoI





Next research challenge after QoS and DoS attacks

Targets the inability of humans to handle information beyond a certain limit
Can succeed with lot less computational resources compared to QoS attacks

Dimensions/metrics of QoI targeted by DoI include:






Relevance and accuracy
Consistency and integrity
Timeliness
Reliability and trustworthiness
Density and richness
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Social Paradigms: Small World


Small-world phenomenon






Find chains of acquaintances linking pairs of people in the United States who
did not know one another
(remember the Erdös number?)
Result: the average number of intermediate steps in a successful chain:
between five and six => the six degrees of separation principle

Relevance to security research


[Milgram, 1967]

[Čapkun et al., 2002]

A graph exhibits the small-world phenomenon if (roughly speaking) any two
vertices in the graph are likely to be connected through a short sequence of
intermediate vertices
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Conclusion:
 After reviewing and analyzing the paradigms,
selected a social paradigm for A&A
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Candidate Paradigm: Pervasive Trust
 Pervasive Trust (PT)





(“peet”)

New authentication and authorization (A&A) paradigm
Defined after examination of many generic and specific paradigms
Satisfies the generic security paradigm of Defense in Depth
Satisfies the generic security paradigm of Pervasive Security
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Why Pervasive Trust?
 Trust ratings underlie interactions among components:
 at the perimeter
 within the system

 Analogous to a social model of interaction
 trust is constantly –if often unconsciously– applied in interactions between:






people
businesses
institutions
animals (e.g.: a guide dog)
artifacts (e.g.: “Can I rely on my car for this long trip?”)
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What is Pervasive Trust?
 Answer 1:
Using trust in Pervasive Computing
 Answer 2:
Using trust pervasively in any computing system
 Using trust is pervasive in social systems
 Small village – big city analogy for closed system – open system
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Trust Relationships



Trustworthiness => ( Usability ) => Trust
System trust demands can reduce its usability
 If a system requires too many credentials, its usability decreases
 If a system requires no credentials (e.g., no password), users don’t
trust it => usability also decreases
(surprise?)



Trust is asymmetric
e.g., “I trust you more than you trust me”



In general, trust is bidirectional



Trust requires visibility of evidence/recommendations
If I don’t know what the system is doing, I don’t trust it



Degrees of trust - instead of all-or-nothing trust
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[cf. M. Reiter & NSF IDM Workshop, August 2003]

Trust Issues
 “You can’t trust everybody but you have to trust somebody”
 What incentives or penalties will foster trust relationships?
 Currently incentives are often perverse
e.g., Smith buys security but Jones benefits

 Can we build trusted system from untrustworthy components?
 Or: Can we build a more trusted system from less trustworthy components?

 Can you trust your refrigerator? (Who/what to trust?)
 Can you trust your car, cell phone, PDA? RIF tags in store?
 “Unintended” (unintentional???) sensor networks
 System loyalty (like servant loyalty):
Who do they work for? For insurer? For advertiser? For Big Brother?
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[cf. M. Atallah & NSF IDM Workshop, August 2003]

Trust and Access Control
 How to establish trust ?
 In particular with “newcomer” devices
 What do we need to know about a pervasive device, in order to make a
trust decision?

 Using trust for attribute-based access control
 Identity-based access control is inadequate in open environments (e.g.,
vulnerable to masquerading)
 Multi-dimensional attribute set to determine trust level

 “Seller” (“buyer”) is ultimately responsible for deciding on the degree of
trust required to offer (accept) a service
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[cf. B. Bhargava & NSF IDM Workshop, August 2003]

Initial Use of Pervasive Trust
 Initial use of pervasive trust:
 perimeter-defense authorization model

 Investigated by B. Bhargava, Y. Zhong, et al., 2002 - 2003
 using trust ratings:
 direct experiences
 second-hand recommendations

 using trust ratings to enhance the role-based access control (RBAC)
mechanism
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Access Control

Authorized
Users

Access Control
Mechanism

Other
Users



Information
System

Authorized Users
 Validated credentials
AND
 Cooperative and legitimate behavior history



Other Users
 Lack of required credentials OR
 Non-cooperative or malicious behavior history
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Access Control: RBAC & TERM Server


Role-based access control (RBAC)



Trust-enhanced role-mapping (TERM) server cooperates with RBAC
Request roles
TERM Server

user
Send roles
Request Access

Respond

RBAC enhanced
Web Server
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Related Work


Authorization in open environments


Trust management
 Provide a language for defining authorization policies based on credentials
 Provide an execution environment to evaluate credentials and enforce policies
 Examples: PolicyMaker (AT&T) , Keynote (University of Pennsylvania), REFEREE
(MIT)



Trust establishment
 Determine the permission set of a user based on credentials
 Enforce access control by using existing mechanisms
 Examples: TrustBuilder (UIUC), TrustEstablishment (IBM)
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Related Work – cont.


Evidence model






Trust model






An access control mechanism for large scale data dissemination systems
[Bertino01]
A logic for uncertain probabilities [Jøsang01]

Valuation of trust in open networks [Beth93]
Formalizing trust as a computational model [Marsh94]
Formal analysis of trust models based on experience [Jonker01]

RBAC



Role: entity with semantics regarding the authority and responsibility
Authorization process:
 Role-permission mapping
 User-role mapping
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RBAC Role Classification Algorithm
[E. Terzi, Y. Zhong, B. Bhargava et al., 2002]


Goal s






Context




Detect intruders (malicious users) that enter the system
Build user role profiles using a supervised clustering algorithm
Incorporate the method in a Role Server Architecture

Role server architecture that dynamically assigns roles to users based on
trust and credential information

Algorithm phases


Training phase
 Build clusters that correspond to the role profiles based on the previously selected
training set of normal audit log records



Classification phase
 Process on the run users audit records and specify whether they behave
according to the profile of the role they are holding
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Algorithm Preliminaries


Data format
Audit log record
[X1, X2 ,…,Xn, Ri ]
where:
X1, X2 ,…,Xn - n attributes of the audit log
Ri : role held by user who created the log record
assumption:
Every user can hold only one role
No records of the form:

[X1, X2 ,…,Xn, Ri ]
with Ri≠ Rj
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[X1, X2 ,…,Xn, Rj]

Algorithm - Training Phase


Training Phase – Building the Cluster


Create d dummy clusters, where d - nr of all discrete system roles
 Centroid - the mean vector, containing the average values of the selected audit
data attributes of all the users that belong to the specific role



a) For each training data record (Reccur ), calculate its Euclidean
distance from each one of existing clusters
b) Find the closest cluster Ccur to Reccur
c) If role represented by Ccur= role of Reccur then cluster Reccur to Ccur
else create a new cluster Cnew containing Reccur
Cnew centroid: Reccur
Cnew role: Role of Reccur
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Algorithm - Classification Phase


Classification Phase




Calculate distance between the newly produced audit record Recnew of a
user U and each existing cluster
a) Find cluster Cmin closer to Recnew
b) Find cluster Ccur closest to Recnew
c) if role represented by Ccur = role of Recnew
then U is a normal user
else U is an intruder and an alarm is raised
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Classification Algorithm Again
 Training Phase – Build Clusters
Input: Training audit log record [X1, X2 ,…,Xn, R],
where X1,,…,Xn are attribute values, and R is the
user’s role
Output: A list of centroid representations of clusters
[M1, M2 ,…, Mn, pNum, R]
Step 1: for every role Ri, create one cluster Ci
Ci.role = Ri
for
every attribute Mk:
Ci .M k = ∑ r .X k
∑1
r .role = Ri

Step 2: for every training record Reci calculate
its Euclidean distance from existing clusters
find the closest cluster Cmin
if Cmin.role = Reci.role
then reevaluate the attribute values
else create new cluster Cj
Cj.role = Reci.role
for every attribute Mk: Cj.M k = Reci.Mk

r .role = Ri

 Classification Phase – Detect Malicious Users
Input: cluster list, audit log record Rec
for every cluster Ci in cluster list
calculate the distance between Rec and Ci
find the closest cluster Cmin
if Cmin.role = Rec.role
then return
else raise alarm
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Experiment 1: Classification Accuracy
Goal




Test classification accuracy of the method

Data




Training Set:
2000 records
Test Set: Substitute 0% - 90% of
records from the
training set with
new records

 Experiment results
Role Classification Experiments
% of rightly
classified profiles



150
100

2 roless
4 roles

50

6 roless

0
0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
%of misbehaved profiles
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Experiment 2: Detection and Diagnosis
Goal




Test the ability of the algorithm to point out misbehaviors and specify the
type of misbehavior

Data




Training Set:
2000 records
Test Set: Modify
the role attribute
of 0%-90% of
the 2000 records
from the training
set

 Experiment results
Role Classification Experiments
% of rightly
classified profiles



150
100

2 roless
4 roles

50

6 roless

0
0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
%of misbehaved profiles
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Experiment Summary
 Accuracy of detection of malicious users by the classification
algorithm ranges from 60% to 90%
 90% of misbehaviors identified in a friendly environment (= fewer than
20% of behaviors are malicious)

 60% of misbehaviors identified in an unfriendly environment (= at
least 90% of behaviors are malicious)
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TERM Server - Basic Concepts


Evidence


Credentials
 Statement about some properties of a subject
 Examples: X.509, PICS rating



Issuer’s opinion
 Allows issuer to express confidence w.r.t. her statement
 Widely used in daily life


Example: Reviewer’s familiarity with topic on review forms

 Not supported by current credentials


Evidence
 Associate issuer’s opinion with credentials



Reliability of evidence
 Trust w.r.t. evidence from the viewpoint of the relying entity (i.e. TERM server)
 Combination of the trust w.r.t. the issuer and the issuer’s opinion
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TERM Server - Basic Concepts – cont. 1


Trust


Interpretation of observations about users behaviors
 Inherently uncertain



User’s behavior affected by multiple reasons
Example: Reasons why a user provides incorrect information






Dishonesty
Error
Other reasons

Trust context
 Trust is context-specific


Example: Bob trusts his doctor w.r.t. health problems but not w.r.t. flying with him

 Different trust characteristics are emphasized in different contexts
 Trust characteristisc may have different meanings in different contexts
 Research questions:





How to represent contexts?
How to propagate trust among contexts?

Trust towards a user/issuer
 Trust towards a user: belief that user is cooperative
 Trust towards an issuer: believe evidence provided by issuer
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TERM Server - Basic Concepts – cont. 2


Trust – cont.


Direct experience
 Interaction between TERM server and a user/issuer
 First-hand information
 Operation on evidence:




Summarization

Recommendation
 Recommender ’s opinion w.r.t. trust in a user/issuer
 Second-hand information
 Operations on evidence:
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Adjustment
Summarization

Evidence Model


Design considerations:





Evidence type






Accommodate different forms of evidence in an integrated framework
Support reliability evaluation

Specify information required by this kind of evidence
(et_id, (attr_name, attr_domain, attr_type) *)
E.g.: (student, [{name, string, mand}, {university,
string, mand}, {department, string, opt}])

Evidence


Evidence is an instance of an evidence type.
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Evidence Model – cont.


Opinion


(belief, disbelief, uncertainty)



Probability expectation of Opinion
 Belief + 0.5 * uncertainty
 Characterizes the degree of trust represented by an opinion



Alternative representation
 Fuzzy expression
 Uncertainty vs. vagueness



Evidence statement


<issuer, subject, evidence, opinion>
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TERM Server Architecture
users’
behaviors

user’s trust

trust
information
mgmt
issuer’s trust

user/issuer
information
database

role
assignment

assigned
roles

evidence
evaluation evidence
statement,
reliability
evidence
statement

credential
mgmt

Component implemented
Component partially
implemented






credentials provided by
third parties or retrieved
from the internet

role-assignment
policies specified
by system
administrators

Credential Management (CM) – simply transforms different formats of credentials to evidence statements
Evidence Evaluation (EE) - evaluates reliability of evidence statements
Role Assignment (RA) - maps roles to users based on evidence statements and role assignment policies
Trust Information Management (TIM) - evaluates user/issuer’s trust information based on direct-experience
and recommendations
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EE - Evidence Evaluation


Develop an algorithm to evaluate reliability of evidence




Issuer’s opinion cannot be used as reliability of evidence

Two types of information used:


Evidence Statement
 Issuer’s opinion
 Evidence type



Trust w.r.t. issuer for this kind of evidence type
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EE - Evidence Evaluation Algorithm
Input: evidence statement E1 = <issuer, subject, evidence, opinion1>
Output: reliability RE(E1) of evidence statement E1
Step1: get opinion1 = <b1, d1, u1> and issuer field from evidence
statement E1
Step2: get the evidence statement about issuer’s testify_trust E2 =
<term_server, issuer, testify_trust, opinion2> from local database
Step3: get opinion2 = <b2, d2, u2> from evidence statement E2
Step4: compute opinion3 = <b3, d3, u3 >
(1) b3 = b1 * b2
(2) d3 = b1 * d2
(3) u3 = d1 + u1 + b2 * u1

Step5: compute probability expectation for opinion3 = < b3, d3, u3 >
PE (opinion3) = b3 + 0.5 * u3

Step6: RE (E1) = PE (opinion3)
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RA - Role Assignment


Design a declarative language for system administrators to define role
assignment policies








Specify content and number of evidence statements needed for role
assignment
Define a threshold value characterizing the minimal degree of trust expected
for each evidence statement
Specify trust constraints that a user/issuer must satisfy to obtain a role

Develop an algorithm to assign roles based on policies


Several policies may be associated with a role
The role is assigned if one of them is satisfied



A policy may contain several units
The policy is satisfied if all units evaluate to True
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RA - Algorithm for Policy Evaluation
Input: evidence set E and their reliability, role A
Output: true/false
P ← the set of policies whose left hand side is role A
while P is not empty{
q = a policy in P
satisfy = true
for each units u in q{
if evaluate_unit(u, e, re(e)) = false for all evidence statements
e in E
satisfy = false
}
if satisfy = true
return true
else
remove q from P
}
return false
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RA - Algorithm for Unit Evaluation
Input: evidence statement E1 <issuer, subject, evidence, opinion1> and
its reliability RE (E1), a unit of a policy U
Output: true/false
Step1: if issuer does not hold the IssuerRole specified in U or the type
of evidence does not match evidence_type in U then return false
Step2: evaluate Exp of U as follows:
(1) if Exp1 = “Exp2 || Exp3” then
result(Exp1) = max(result(Exp2), result(Exp3))
(2) else if Exp1 = “Exp2 && Exp3” then
result(Exp1) = min(result(Exp2), result(Exp3))
(3) else if Exp1 = “attr Op Constant” then
if Op ∈ {EQ, GT, LT, EGT, ELT} then
if “attr Op Constant” = true then result(Exp1) = RE(E1)
else result(Exp1) = 0
else if Op = NEQ” then
if “attr Op Constant” = true then result(Exp1) = RE(E1)
else result(Exp1) = 1- RE(E1)
Step3: if min(result(Exp), RE(E1)) ≥ threshold in U
then output true else output false
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TIM - Trust Information Management


Evaluate “known knowledge”


“Known knowledge:”
 Interpretations of observations
 Recommendations





Developed algorithm that evaluates trust towards a user



User’s trustworthiness affects trust towards issuers who introduced user

Predict trustworthiness of a user/issuer


Current approach uses the result of evaluation as the prediction
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Prototype TERM Server

Defining role assignment policies

Loading evidence for role assignment

Software: http://www.cs.purdue.edu/homes/bb/NSFtrust.html
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General Conclusions
 Reviewing and reevaluating paradigms can be applied for devising new
and more innovative security solutions
 Pervasive Trust paradigm needs to be further exercised
 Extensions:
 Perimeter defense  defense in depth
 Authorization  authentication and authorization
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Future Work

 Plan to extend study of Pervasive Trust
 Extending perimeter defense to defense in depth
 Extending authorization to A&A
 defense-in-depth A&A model
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